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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT 
AND COLLABORATION DURING 
POWER RESTORATION

On behalf of the entire ITC Midwest team, I would like to extend our thanks for 

the outpouring of support we received from our utility partners and the public 

throughout our restoration of the electric transmission system following the 

recent derecho. Your communication, collaboration and patience during the 

outage, your support of our day-and-night operations, and the cooperation 

and kindness you showed our utility crews are much appreciated. 

The storm had the effect of a 40-mile wide tornado that caused severe 

damage along a 200-mile stretch of the U.S. Highway 30 corridor from Boone 

eastward to the Mississippi River, leaving one-third of all Iowa homes and 

businesses without power. The damage to the high-voltage transmission grid 

was unparalleled, with 145 lines initially out-of-service in 26 counties across 

the ITC Midwest service territory. 

We responded quickly to mobilize 783 utility workers to safely repair the lines 

and help restore power to Iowans. More than 1,000 wooden and steel poles 

were used in the rebuild, more than double the poles the company replaced 

during the April 2019 ice storm. ITC Midwest personnel maintained close 

communication with the Governor’s Office, Iowa Utilities Board, Alliant Energy, 

CIPCO, rural electric cooperatives and municipal utilities we serve to safely 

coordinate the storm response. Our stakeholder relations team played a key 

role in coordinating restoration efforts with our customers. 

Despite the immense damage, our crews worked safely and quickly to put 

poles in the ground and power lines in the air. Just after noon on Tuesday, 

August 18 – just eight days after the massive storm hit – ITC Midwest fully 

restored service to the distribution utilities we serve. Our work to safely return 

reliability and resilience to the grid is now mostly complete. (Please see the 

article on page 2 for more details concerning our storm restoration efforts.)

We are mindful of those in need following the unprecedented storm. As an 

extension of our commitment to the communities we serve with reliable 

transmission service, ITC Midwest has committed to supporting nearly 20 

human service agencies that are providing direct assistance to benefit families 

in need. We will also be funding tree-planting initiatives in the storm zone.

This historic storm pushed the limits of our crews and operations teams, but 

we at ITC Midwest are incredibly proud and thankful for their work to safely 

restore the transmission system. The mobilization of ITC employees, contractor 

crews, and materials and resources – coupled with the collaboration with 

the utilities we serve – set a new standard for performance, especially 

considering it was all done during a pandemic. Working together, Iowans and 

their communities will come back even stronger.

If you have any questions about ITC Midwest’s response following the derecho, 

your ability to contact our employees, or anything you would like to share with 

us, please contact me at dterry@itctransco.com.

ITC MIDWEST PLANS PARTNERS IN BUSINESS 
WEBINAR
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic and because safety continues to be a top 

priority, we will be transitioning our previously scheduled in-person Partners 

in Business meetings in Cedar Rapids and Albert Lea to a singular, shorter 

webinar.  The webinar will be held on:         Wednesday, October 21  
from 9:30 a.m. until noon.

Among other topics, ITC personnel will be discussing our operational 

response to restore transmission service following the recent derecho, as 

well as other company and regulatory updates.

Please contact Keith Eyler at keyler@itctransco.com or 507-676-2125 by 
Friday, October 16 to make a reservation and receive log-in information.
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ITC MIDWEST TEAM EFFORT RESTORES 
SIGNIFICANT TRANSMISSION DAMAGE 
FOLLOWING DERECHO
A powerful derecho caused severe damage across the heart of the ITC 

Midwest service footprint midday on August 10.  The magnitude of the 

property damage cannot be overstated. ITC Midwest’s largest load center 

– the Cedar Rapids metropolitan area – took a direct hit with extensive 

damage to homes, businesses and trees across the area. In addition, all ITC 

Midwest Cedar Rapids employees suffered residential electric and internet 

connectivity outages, and employees across the state experienced limited or 

no cell phone service as cell towers were impacted. This occurred at a time 

when the COVID-19 pandemic caused its own obstacles. Yet employees rose 

to the challenge of helping with ITC Midwest’s swift efforts to restore the 

transmission system.

ITC’s Emergency Operations Center was immediately activated, and the work 

began to assess damage to the system and prioritize the responses. Wheels 

started turning to move hundreds of semi-loads of materials, as well as an 

army of utility workers from across the country. Within a short time, workers 

from ULCS and outside contractors, all supported by ITC field supervisors, 

engineers, supply chain team and other employees, were working 24/7 to 

restore the power. ITC set out on a plan to restore electric service to the 

substations and the distribution companies by restoring priority lines and 

through switching service onto the repaired and working transmission lines, 

allowing service to be restored at a record pace.

Just after noon on Tuesday, August 18 – just eight days after the massive 

storm hit – ITC Midwest restored the last of the lines and circuits needed to 

provide service to ITC Midwest distribution customers. Thanks to the hard 

work of our utility crews, ITC Midwest delivered on its commitment to safely 

restore the transmission system by Tuesday night.

Within another week, all except three lines of the 145 initially out of service 

had been repaired. By September 11, all of these lines had been rebuilt and 

placed in service, helping to ensure system resiliency and reliability. ITC 

Midwest also worked closely with Alliant Energy, CIPCO and the affected rural 

electric cooperatives and municipal utilities to help them get power restored 

to their customers. 

By working in close coordination with the utilities we serve, the ITC Midwest 

team safely restored transmission service in a time frame that initially 

seemed impossible to achieve given the severity of the damage.

A new transmission structure is built on the south edge of Marion. Utility workers inspect the steel structure and prepare to connect the conductor from the 
new structures (to the south) to this existing structure, which was not affected by the storm. 
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ITC MIDWEST STORM OUTAGES 69kV and above 
Line miles initially out of service and repaired: 1,215 
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ITC MIDWEST SUBSTATION STATUS NUMBER IMPACTED 
AND RESTORED

ITC Midwest major Cedar Rapids 
transmission to distribution substations 
(115 kV and above)

ITC Midwest 69 kV circuits feeding 
69 kV substations

ITC Midwest 34.5 kV source substations

ITC Midwest lines from 34.5 kV substations 
feeding ITC Midwest utility customers
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42
11
49

BY THE NUMBERS

70+ MPH sustained winds for  
45 minutes

140 MPH
gusts, equivalent to the 
force of a category  
4 hurricane

500,000 
CUSTOMERS

initially without electric 
service in Iowa

65% of the tree canopy lost in 
Cedar Rapids

DERECHO:

145 transmission lines out  
of service

1,215 
MILES 

of ITC Midwest lines affected 
at 69 kV and higher

20% of ITC Midwest lines affected 
at 69 kV and higher

ITC MIDWEST STORM OUTAGES:

780+ utility workers deployed in the 
field to restore power

530+ loads of materials delivered

1,000+ wooden and steel poles 
were used in the rebuild. 
The previous high was the 
replacement of 438 poles used 
in the April 2019 ice storm.

ITC MIDWEST’S RESPONSE:

A new line is built north of Belle Plaine, where 70 poles were down. Utility workers remove a damaged pole from a corn field north of Belle Plaine.
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FOR THE GREATER GRID

FOR THE GREATER GRID
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ITC MIDWEST STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS TEAM

On September 1, ITC Midwest announced its projected network rate for 

2021. This information will be presented in detail during the fall Partners in 

Business meeting, with the opportunity for questions and answers. The rate 

information may be accessed at http://www.oasis.oati.com/ITCM/index.html.

The ITC Midwest 2021 projected network rate is $10.77/kW-month, which is 

based on a net revenue requirement of $372 million. The key drivers in the 

rate increase for 2021 are as follows:

•  2019 True-Up - true-up amounts flipped from $15 million over recovery in 
2018 to $12 million under recovery in 2019, primarily due to cooler than 
normal temperatures in 2019

•  Lower load - ITC Midwest’s load for 2021 is forecast to decrease by 
approximately 3% due to COVID-19 impacts

•  Total recoverable expenses and taxes increased primarily due to increases 
in total depreciation expense and property taxes 

•  Capital transfers - total of $342 million for major capital project work 
in 2021

•  Revenue credits - additional forecasted Facilities Service Agreement 
revenues resulted in a slight decrease in rates

Changes in electric load account for roughly 70% of the 2021 rate 

increase. This is reflected in the 2019 True-Up caused by decreases in load 

due to weather and the anticipated impacts of COVID-19 on 2021 load. 

Decreases in load effectively reduce the denominator in the per-unit rate 

calculation, having the effect of spreading costs across a smaller base. The 

remaining drivers – return on rate base, operations and maintenance, and 

administrative and general expenses, depreciation and taxes – represent 

approximately 30% of the increase. 

ITC Midwest works to carefully forecast rates to provide customers with the 

best possible information, but impacts of external factors such as weather 

and reduction in economic activity due to the worldwide pandemic may 

impact forecast accuracy.

ITC Midwest leaders remain committed to managing our rate by building 

toward a more efficient, fully-networked transmission system; partnering 

with our customers to attract new load to the system; and containing our 

operational costs – all of which contribute to the network rate.

Mike Dabney 
mdabney@itctransco.com   
319-329-3655       

Keith Eyler
keyler@itctransco.com
507-676-2125

Aaron Curtis
acurtis@itctransco.com        
319-631-8442      

Following several years in project management for ITC 

Midwest, Aaron Curtis has transitioned to serve as a 

Stakeholder Relations Account Manager. Aaron will 

assume Keith Eyler’s role when Keith retires in 2021. 

After earning his bachelor’s degree in civil engineering at Iowa State University, 

Aaron joined ITC Midwest as an associate project manager in January 2014. 

During his tenure with ITC Midwest, he has taken on increasing levels of 

responsibility. Most notably, in early 2016 Aaron assumed project management 

for the high-profile, highly complex Cardinal-Hickory Creek project. In 

recognition of his professional achievements, Aaron was first promoted to 

Project Manager and recently to Senior Project Manager. 

Aaron has been active in industry developments. In June, he was recognized 

as one of the “Fortnightly Under Forty” rising stars in the electric utilities 

industry named by Public Utilities Fortnightly. He serves on a company-wide 

ITC Innovatrium Team that is studying new ways to rapidly deploy transmission 

assets. Aaron is actively involved in the company’s STEM program to engage 

students with STEM activities that might inspire them toward education and a 

career in a STEM field. 

Outside the office, Aaron has volunteered with the Junior Achievement program 

in Cedar Rapids. He has also served on the City of Cedar Rapids Board of 

Adjustment. Aaron is currently pursuing his MBA at the University of Iowa. 

“I’m pleased to have Aaron join the Stakeholder Relations team and confident 

that he will build on an already solid Stakeholder Relations track record of 

exceeding the expectations of our customers,” said Stakeholder Relations 

Manager Mike Dabney.    

Aaron is eager to work with the utilities served by ITC Midwest. 

“With beneficial experience as a project manager, I’m now looking forward to 

developing and maintaining good working relationships with our customers,” 

said Aaron. “Taking this new role will allow me to solve problems and provide 

benefits to our customers while at the same time continuing to be involved with 

capital projects.”  Aaron is based in Des Moines.  

MEET  THE  PEOPLE  OF  ITC  MIDWEST

AARON CURTIS JOINS STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS TEAM   

ITC MIDWEST’S 2021 RATES TO BE DISCUSSED AT UPCOMING PARTNERS IN BUSINESS MEETING


